The Crossing: developing a new project
In June 2021, I began a new body of work, having completed the Parlour Paintings Series. This series expanded into
23 paintings and many drawings, made largely during the pandemic. It marked the progression from urban to natural
landscapes and from the use of the camera in making preparative drawings, to drawing directly from life. The series
was united through the size of the works. No painting exceeded 40” x 50” and many were smaller, but the paintings
varied in their concern for expressive colour and paint handling; some were orientated towards German
Expressionism, others were distinctly more English and Victorian in feel. It was a very productive and explorative
period.
A new body of work is now well underway. At the outset, all I could do is begin from where the last paintings in the
previous series had got me. There is, of course, a very real danger that the same ground will be traversed, and
subsequent paintings will have none of the urgency and sense of adventure to make them important. That is
countered to some extent by listening to each painting and allowing it to become whatever it needs to be. But there
are also times when I have to will some new ambition into existence and knowingly raise the bar.
The Crossing is the name I have given to this new series and this new ambition. It has different parameters to the
Parlour Paintings, as did the Indian Summer Series paintings from 2018/2019, and noticeably so. But there is a
coherent rebuilding of my painting that links all these different bodies of work together, beginning with an emphasis
on line and drawing and then a greater flourish into colour in order to define a morphological form of painting.
So, The Crossing is a further development in the establishment of a new kind of figuration underpinned by a desire
to make it more coherent, and a more intense sensory response and experience. I would best describe it as a form of
magic realism that has all the fluidity of Cubism and hence is unlike the stillness that we typically associate with that
term.
Against the current backdrop of colourful and imaginative figuration, it is also a shift away from the ease and playful
folksy quality that has become so ubiquitous in such painting for something more demanding on both me and the
audience and which maintains at least a thread back to the interrogative discipline of earlier figurative traditions,
going right back into art history. A particular feature of that tradition is the painter’s fascination and dexterity in
creating morphological transitions entwined in the materiality of the painting. It underpins so much painting, from
Rubens to Goya to Manet to de Kooning and yet has become virtually unseen and absent amongst contemporary
painters and a contemporary audience. No tradition is worthy of preservation just for the sake of it, but through this
framework of endless creation and dissolution lies painting’s true spirit of invention and challenge to its simplistic
reduction to propaganda or decoration. It is important that I begin to make my interests more manifest, just as I did
with the hyper-complex urban landscapes which culminated in my show in The National Gallery in 2010.
Over the summer, much time has been spent drawing in the garden and working on just six canvases. For the most
part, it has been a period of reflection and planning. The first stage in The Crossing has been to rework the first three
canvases in line with this new ambition. Although modest in scale, these paintings now have something of the
intensity and complexity that will help inform new pieces. What they do not anticipate is a return to a larger scale
intended to overwhelm the viewer. The Crossing, as a body of work and exhibition, will pilot larger pieces which
draw upon all the visual syntax that has been developed through smaller works. So, it will be the re-establishment of
exhibition pieces of exactitude and hyper-spatial complexity, but without the crutches of photography which
underpinned earlier work. The resultant space, time and form must stand independent of any photographic or digital
import which inevitably compromises the autonomous credibility that the painting creates.

The Works
The role of drawing is both fundamental and mysterious to the establishment of this new kind of figuration. There is
often no obvious connection between me drawing from life and painting in the studio. For the most part, the

subjects in the paintings are not determined by a pre-existing drawing of that subject. My methods in establishing a
believable realism have nothing to do with the academic conventions of representational art, or the expedient
methods of the illustrator or the post-modern fabricator of images.
The set of nature drawings made this summer are all from observation points along the boundary fence at the end of
my garden. They have a Ruskinian faithfulness to the trees and undergrowth, recorded over many hours as the sun
shifts across the sky, changing the play of light and shadows. Studying these drawings in the studio, they reveal all
kinds of rhythms and spaces that I was not intentionally creating but have found just through the process of
following nature. Astonishingly, each piece is laced with the hint of new subjects, ghosts of people and wild animals.
These drawings provide me with a rich portal into a new, imagined landscape. They may be the source of studio
drawings, or directly used to begin a painting. Often, they are inverted to remove any easy trace back to the original
subject and see the formal rhythms more clearly.

The Crossing 2021 graphite on paper 23 ½ x 33 inches
The Forest 2021 graphite on paper 23 ½ x 33 inches
Zoomorphic Landscape with Hemlock 2021 graphite on paper 23 ½ x 33 inches
Zoomorphic Landscape 2021 graphite on paper 23 ½ x 33 inches

The fractal patterns and rhthyms discovered through drawing provide a framework for painting. These patterns are
not tied to any one subject, but neither are they entirely abstract. Rather the lines and shapes found in nature
become the basis for a figuration which can give an abundance of different subjects, narratives and motifs.
Up close, my painting technique defines its subjects through the same principle. If assembled in the right sequence,
the arrangement of brushmarks, colours, thin and impasto paint can create a multitude of images, distinguishing this
form of figuration from that which describes just a single motif. These transitions are intrinsic to the material nature
of the painting, but they also demand the active participation of the viewer to see, dissolve and reconstitute. The
close up of Trespass, currently on the studio wall, demonstrates the means through which figures of differing size are
created. For all the painterly appearance of this passage, I must consider every brushmark in a painting process that
demands constant review and re-working. Refinement is a matter of revision and not always one of detailed
embellishment. A single brushmark delivered with determined force can reveal a multiplicity of subjects, and hint at
an infinity of more.

Trespass (detail)

In the past, I may have made a vast panorama, which gave space for a spectrum of events. The Egger of Bethel is
more akin to having a folded space, folded many times in fact to create simultaneous foregrounds and backgrounds.
Here is both a mountainous landscape and a group of figures. But the largest motifs, or perhaps they would be
better described as pictorial structures, are two birds : an eagle on the left and a flamingo(?) on the right. Within the
space they articulate are numerous birds and further animals, like the deer in the foreground.
The theme of the egger, someone who steals eggs for their own selfish ends, is coupled to a fantastic and spritual
landscape hinted at through the reference to Bethel. Whatever the possible socio-political interpretations, my own
thoughts often return to the challenge of creating, and failing to create, a unique space, a grace under pressure from
my own limitations.

The Egger of Bethel 2021 oil on canvas 28 x 42 inches

Most of my time in the studio is spent working on oil paintings but I will work on paper, sometimes in acrylic and
sometimes just with graphite. “Studio drawings” differ from drawings made from life in that they are worked in
much the same way as the paintings. Forms and motifs are discovered and elaborated without reference to the
subject in front of me. Some studio drawings began in the life room, such as Queen Takes Knight. In its early state,
this drawing could not be part of The Crossing. It documented a game of chess, being played out in the life room one
Saturday afternoon. Although initially more of a cubist drawing than a realist one, it had not found an independent
space, or become a vehicle for thought that transcended the actuality of events. But through developing it in the
studio, new narratives emerge in a landscape which crosses over into an alternative reality. The original subject not
only is retained but becomes a catalyst for the horses (the knight) and the white standing figure shaped by the two
darkly shaded players. The shapes of the king and queen pieces also give form to the distant landscape. The bottom
left edge transforms into a dog, twisting back. I never seem to be far from the hunt in all these works. Queen Takes
Knight is a studio piece in its own terms, but it could also become a study for a larger painting, as indeed could the
smaller oil paintings.

Queen Takes Knight 2021 graphite on paper 34 ½ x 21 ¼ inches

Queen Takes Knight 2021 graphite on paper 34 ½ x 21 ¼ inches (detail)

Up close, the drawing technique establishes a myriad of figures through the juxtaposition of a range of marks. As
with the painting, these marks retain my gesture and an authenticity to the tools and the medium. Realism is the
consequence of this modernist truth to process and material .

Of Stone and Hollow Earth is the gateway painting into the The Crossing. Of modest dimensions (35 x 29 ½ inches)
it’s an Arcadian cabinet of bathers, crystal waters and glorious mountains. It began from a drawing made in the
garden of some gunnera leaves. Turned on its side, the patterns of the drawing suggested the head of a gorilla which
subsequently lead me to think about the popular myths of King Kong and the ancient Chinese legends of the Monkey
King. So the mountains morph into figures and apes, much in the way a Ruisdael landscape transforms into
elephants and lions. And of course, there is a hint of an elephant in the top left corner simultaneous with a gorilla’s
features and distant mountains. In the foreground, the Matisse like nude reclines in what could be the outstretched
hand of another gorilla.

Below an imagined diagonal from the bottom left to the top right, the landscape also doubles as a further gorilla, his
head looks back towards the yellow and blue mountains, and yellow and blue figures, and his right hand rests in the
bottom right foreground. Within this there are numerous further figures which develop the strands of this mythical
narrative.

Of Stone and Hollow Earth 2021 oil on canvas 35 x 29 ½ inches

The most complex figure painting in the series to date is Will of Oberon. Developed from a figure drawing of a
standing woman, the initial drawing was turned on its side. A margin added originally to the left edge became the
sea’s horizon.
My thoughts turned to Shakespeare only when some of the shapes in the painting resembled the head of a donkey,
which reminded me of the transformation of Bottom in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”. The Ovidian styled morphing
in this play feeds directly into my own interests in shape shifting, which seems to manifest itself as people turn into
animals without much premeditation. Probably the clearest donkey’s head is now in the top left corner, running
through to the central figure. The figure on the right appears to have the head of a highland cow, which is both in
profile and looks out at us. There is a configuration of fairies in the watery landscape on the far left.

Will of Oberon 2021 oil on canvas 30 ¾ x 50 inches (detail)

Literature continues to play a major role in my recent work. Unlike the narrative painting from art history, it only
surfaces in my work as the painting becomes developed. It is also drawn from my memories and tied to events from
my past. For a long time, modern realist painters struggled with the problem of literary themes, preferring the
existential presence of being in the here and now rather than illustrating the pages from a known narrative. I
recognise that position. But my interest in literature, and mythology, comes from an acknowledgement that all these
interests have defined me and are integral to my actuality. From trekking around Greece as a teenager, and my
school days of pouring over every word in a Latin text. I have a very vivid recollection of just two Shakespeare plays,
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream” and “The Tempest”, and this painting fuses both without being slavish in its
particulars to either. As I paint, I am reminded of all the books I have read, films I have seen, places I have been,
people I have met, dreams that I have had. All these things define my reality and the realism of my current work.

Will of Oberon 2021 oil on canvas 30 ¾ x 50 inches

The horizon and distant landscape anchor the figures to a conventional landscape space, but the figurative aspect of
this piece is a multi-limbed muscle that should make no sense as a representation of people. What I find curious, as
the painting progresses, is how this configuration becomes more and more convincing in its human drama, and how I
become more engrossed in the specifics of each person, though each person is simultaneously defined by every
other person. The challenge is to work with an original conception of humanity (quite literally how the painting
uniquely conceives human existence) and to continue pushing until we begin to accept it as truthful and believable. I
have to care about finding out who these people truly are, when, at the outset, there were no people, just a fertile
pattern of line and shape.

Will of Oberon 2021 oil on canvas 30 ¾ x 50 inches (detail)
Note the dark head on the left edge made from the hair line and negative space.

In developing these works, I will often work on two pictures together, bringing one up to a new level, and then going
back to the other to see if it could be pushed further, and then back to the first one and so on. There is no definitive
ending, and no knowing what could be realised. The Crossing will not be a large body of work to the same extent as
The Parlour Paintings. It’s more concerned with developing the pictorial possibilities from what has happened
before; refining, extending and developing a syntax that can sustain easel and larger works.

Work in progress, Karma of Perdix (Are We Meant to Fly?) oil on canvas 48 ½ x 37 inches

Currently I am actively working on Karma of Perdix (above), Trespass and By a Pilgrims’ Way. Karma of Perdix is
shown here having been reworked several times, but still needing more work. This painting began from another
drawing of gunnera leaves (below) which have given shape to the foreground landscape, figures and animals. The

more distant vista has been transformed from our garden lawn to a vast expanse of land and water more
reminiscent of a Brueghel painting.

Daedalus Scarp 2021 graphite on paper 33 x 23 ½ inches

A smaller painting, Trespass, began as a study in oil made directly in the garden is now nearing completion. What
began as a tree is now a complexity of figures and animals and has returned my thoughts again to Actaeon’s
encounter with the goddess Diana. This has become a recurring theme in recent years. To no small degree, this can
be accounted to my admiration of Titian’s Diana and Actaeon in the National Gallery, quite possibly the greatest
painting in the collection. But the theme is also an apt metaphor for the struggle of the artist to go beyond mundane
reality and to transcend my own pictorial realism. Having realised how extraordinary a painting by Titian truly is, the
way it folds multiple realities into a seemingly classical format, without making any sense if you deconstruct it on
formal terms, there really is no point in continuing a painting practice that is propped up by ordinary conventions
like photography, or perspective. Titian’s work is evidence that great art is not a product of society. It is founded on
the artist’s unique creativity and vision. The rebuilding of my own work, which I referred to earlier, stems primarily
from the realisation that a transcendental realism will always be undermined if it imports wholesale conventions
from beyond the studio. These must be purged. The paintings will not be true to the self and will not be original to
the process if they utilize a found image, or a found means to represent reality. At that point, the work will always
falter and return to the mundane world. I am reminded of Michael Andrew’s painting of my hometown of
Scarborough, linked to the foreground with a huge suspension bridge. In its rendering, this bridge has obviously been
copied from a photograph, which ties the painting, and Andrew’s very creativity back to ordinary conventions. It is
not true to the artist’s imagination or creativity, but a convenient surrogate, more to do with the normality of how
society represents the world than the vision of the artist. There is no place for such bridges. The people, animals and
places in my work, and the very means through which they are realised, must be from the painted world, born out of
the process, just as they are in Titian’s figuration. Of course, this makes figurative painting all the more difficult.

Work in Progress, Trespass oil on canvas 33 x 24 inches

Each painting is worked to a level of completeness, so it operates, at which point I can walk away. This is the case
even when the painting is just in umber. The painting may well have been developed over several weeks before any

colour is applied. It would then be left to dry and then revisited, and each time the entire surface is inevitably
reworked. This process of reworking finds greater formal clarity, greater human characterisation and a denser
palimpsest of narratives. Even at its current stage, Karma of Perdix has stumbled into episodes from the stories of
Daedalus, Perdix and Icarus and the fateful manmade flight from Crete to Corfu. But the painting was not conceived
as an illustration of any of these events. Rather they have become notes in a lyrical and spatial chord of meaning.
The painting will be finally set aside when this all becomes a harmonizing pictorial happening which conveys a depth
of truth. It’s a strange state where the work, by necessity will be trans-rational, often quite absurd and be authentic.
The subtitle of Karma of Perdix, Are We Meant to Fly? directly refers to the legend of Icarus, but I am also mindful of
my own ambition to overreach and strive for that which seems unobtainable.
The third painting in progress on the studio wall, By a Pilgrims’ Way began in a similar fashion to Trespass. The
canvas was small enough to take outside and paint directly from life. In this case, I painted the laburnum tree just
beyond the studio. This was then turned on its side and the limbs of the tree became a fecund structure for all
manner of animals and figures.

Work in Progress, By a Pilgrims’ Way oil on canvas 30 x 33 inches

At this early stage, the umber painting has been loosely covered in colour with some glazing and impasto passages.
Recent works often recall the landscapes of my childhood. The Pilgrims Way, the ancient route taken by Chaucer’s
travellers from The Canterbury Tales, was a familiar playground.

Pasiphae’s Crib was begun as a drawing made from life of my daughter and her partner. The drawing was then
worked over in the garden, adding observations of trees and plants. This odd hybrid was then reworked in the studio
to the extent that none of the original drawing from life remained, although everything that had been put down
helped to inform the next stage. As it progressed, strips of additional paper were glued to the sides to extend the
composition, in order to establish a landscape with distant mountains and a sharp drop to the sea on the left side.
From this drawing, a further study was made to determine the actual size of the reclining figure in the foreground so
a canvas could be ordered to begin the painting. As the summer months end, drawing in the garden ceases and there
is a greater emphasis on developing further works in the studio, including larger exhibition pieces

The desire to make a larger painting is not simply a case of enlarging an idea that could have been painted small. The
difficulty of a small painting is always to make it more exciting and not be overlooked as just another easel painting.
Larger works present different problems. The task to have every element functioning to create multiple, unique and
compelling realities on a substantial scale simply hasn’t been achieved in recent decades. This is a true form of
painterly maximalism of endless possibilities. I am drawn to both the cerebral and visual challenge of this painterly
maximalism. At best, this has been hinted at by school of London painters like Freud and Kitaj, but the territory
remains largely unchartered.
The larger format allows me to introduce greater vistas (like the landscape over which Daedalus flies in Karma of
Perdix) and more dynamic perspectives that characterised my urban realist paintings from a decade ago along with
the morphic, muscular space so better suited to the creation of multiple figures. I touched on this in the large pieces
from the Indian Summer Series in 2018, but these works were primarily about drawing. The drawing for Pasiphae’s
Crib anticipates that figure and animal and landscape will be expressed as one. The sexual drama of Pasiphae’s
infatuation with the bull, and the erotic invention of Daedalus is a charged narrative on which to develop this
painting. This is now underway and further large works are planned to fulfil The Crossing.

Pasiphae’s Crib 2021 graphite on paper 36 ½ x 26 ½ inches

The Crossing, current works list 02/09/2021:
The Crossing 2021 graphite on paper 23 ½ x 33 inches
The Forest 2021 graphite on paper 23 ½ x 33 inches
Zoomorphic Landscape with Hemlock 2021 graphite on paper 23 ½ x 33 inches
Zoomorphic Landscape 2021 graphite on paper 23 ½ x 33 inches
The Egger of Bethel 2021 oil on canvas 28 x 42 inches
Queen Takes Knight 2021 graphite on paper 34 ½ x 21 ¼ inches
Of Stone and Hollow Earth 2021 oil on canvas 35 x 29 ½ inches
Will of Oberon 2021 oil on canvas 30 ¾ x 50 inches
Daedalus Scarp 2021 graphite on paper 33 x 23 ½ inches
Work in Progress, Karma of Perdix oil on canvas 48 ½ x 37 inches
Work in Progress, Trespass oil on canvas 33 x 24 inches
Work in Progress, By a Pilgrims’ Way oil on canvas 30 x 33 inches
Pasiphae’s Crib 2021 graphite on paper 36 ½ x 26 ½ inches
Work in Progress, Pasiphae’s Crib oil on canvas 78 ¾ x 57 ½ inches

Work in progress, Karma of Perdix (Are We Meant to Fly?) oil on canvas 48 ½ x 37 inches (detail)

